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In Part I we obtain&xl results about the embedding of (0, a)-geometries in PG(3, q). Here we 
determine all (0, a)-geometries with q + 1 points on a line, which are embedded in PG(n; q), 
n>3andq>2,Asapard~arcaseallsemipartialgeonxetrieswithparruneterss=q,~(y(>l), 
~1, which are embeddable in PG(n, q), q # 2, are obtained. We also prove some theorems about 
the embedding of (0,2)-geometries in PG(n, 2): we show that without loss of generality we may 
restric; omselves to reduced (0,2)-geometries, we determirle all (0, 2)-geometries in PG@, 2), 
and we describe can unusual embedding of U,,(9) in PG(5,2). 
I. 1. In [S] a (0, a[)- geometiy (crt > 1) is introduced as a connected incidence 
structure S = (P, B, c with an incidence relation satisfy-b& the following ,axioms: 
(a) two distinct points are incident with at most one line; 
(b) if a point x aud a line I. are not incident, then there are 0 or (Y (a 3 2; 
points which are collinear with n and incident with L; 
(6) each line is incident with at least two points, and each point is incident with 
at least two lines. 
By the connectedness of S one can prove [S] that every pint is incident with a 
constant number t + 1 (t 2 1) of lines. Dually, each line is incident with a constant 
number s f 1 (s 2 1) of points. The number of points of S will be denoted by v, 
the number of lines by b. 
If moreover the following axiom (d) is satisfied, then S is called a semi ?artia.l 
geometry [3]: 
(d) if two points are not collinear, then there are /,L (CL r C) points collinear with 
both. 
1.2. A (0, &geome?ry S is said to be embedded in a projective space PG(n, 4) if 
the line set of S is a subset of the line set of the projective space and if the point 
set of S is the set of all points of l?G(n, 4) on these lines (then s = 4). 
1.3. In [S] we give all the known lexamples of (0, c&geometries embeddabl!: in 
PG(n, q)* These examples are the following: 
(a) Let U be a set with m elements, ?I2 =!Tc: U 1 ITi = 2}, U3= 
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{Tc U 1 la = 3}* 1 the imlusi~n i&a&n. Then ~.&,&@%) = (?&, &, 1) is a semi 
partial geometry with s = a =2, r=m-3 and ~=4. Fbr certain values of m, 
these geometries are embeddable in a PG(n, 9) (see Section 4). 
(b’j Ifr pG(n, y) we ;t;&e a-symplectic poMty W tith rank 2k, i.e. tad W= 
WA 1 PG(n - 26c, 41). L43t P be the set of po&s o$PC&2&)\rad W, .Xx!8 B be the 
set of lines of WI-Z, 9) w&h we not totally isotropic in the polarity W and let I 
be the natural incidence, Then Wfrt, 21sc; s) = [P$ &I) k a (0, +geometry with 
s “dl$~q, t,?= qn--l - 1. 
If & = 1, then the geomety W(n, 2, &is a partial geometry and will be denoted 
byH$ j 
iIf 2k = n + 1, .so n is odd, then the syrnple~& polarity is non-singular. In this 
mm, t#e geometry. Wh q +: l,,q) iF._q semi partial geometry with P = @‘-%I - 1) 
aukd wil-‘&wtlly be denoted by .W(&&:[3}. --_- 
In all other a~ ‘W(n, 2&*)% Vpropef $0, &geometry. 
(c) Take a (pl3ssibly’singuhk) -quad& Q m PG[& 2), n 2’3. Let B be the set of - : 
non-inte&ct@ lin& of Q,%t ‘Pbe the. set of all points incident in PG(n, 4) with 
the elements of B, and let I be the incidence of PG&2). Then (P, B, I) is a 
(0,2)geometry, unless Q consists of one or two hyperplanes, or Q is the 
hyperbolic quad& Q’(3,2) in PG(3,2), or n ~4 and Q is the cone with vertex 
PG(fi -- 4,2) w&&h projxts a hyperbolic quadric of a three-space skew to PG(n - 
4,2) !ig the hat *o cases the ,geometry is not connected). 
*If n = 2d - 1 +nd_ CJ is. t& npn+ngt&z quadric ,Q*(2$- 1,2), then (p, B, I) 1s a 
semi partial geometry; ‘&no&$ by &@(2d - 1,2), with parameters s = LY = 2, 
t -+ 1 = 2”d-” -_- ~2~-~, p’= 226-_3’:aE2d_1,‘~here & = i-l for the hyp&olic q;pdrlc 
Q+(W-I,2j) and E =- 1 for ‘the elliptic quadric Q-(id - i, 2) 1141. , ’ _ 
If n=2d and Q is non-singular~ then (P,B, l) is a semi partial geometry, 
denoted by NQ(2d, 2), which is isomorphk to %%.2d - 1,2). 
In all the oth,m cases the geometry is a ‘proper’ @,~)_seometry. 
(d) In MS3,2h) (le2) we’ take thq hyperbolic quadric. Then the same 
construction as in (ij, gives us a (0, 2h”)-geometry NQ+(3,2!) with s =2h, 
f*+ 1 = 2h-‘(2h - 1). This geometry is never a semi partial geometry. 
2. I- Suppose S= (I?, BF I) is a (0, a)-geometry, embedded in a projective space 
PG(rt, q), n 2 3, but not An a, PG(n’, q), with n’ < n. 
Sqpse p is a point incident with a line L of S. Let rr ‘k a plane through L 
containing &t least one other line N of S7with p#IVL Suppose t is a point of S not 
l*g an the plane 9r. By the connect&iness of S thefe &a chain (zO, zl, . . . , z,), 
with ?;-r p, r, =‘r, and’ q &Jlin&r(iti~S) with Zi+;J i +O, . ‘. . , U- 1. Assume that 
.^ < 
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ZO , . . . , zl are in 97 and that q +1 is not n n; i E {O, . . __ . u - 1). Then the line z~z~+~ 
is denoted by M. The threespace containing 7r and M is denoted by PG(3,4). 
Let S’ be the connected component of S nPG(3,4) contLning L.; M and N. 
Then S’ is a (0, &gmmetry embedded in PCi@, q), but s;ct in a plane. We denote 
by 6 the number of lines of S’ through a point of S’. 
The points and lines of 8 in w constitute a dual Steiner system with 4 + 1 points 
on a line and (Y lines through a point, together with a set of yn ‘isolated’ points. 
We note that a point x of S’ in 7~ is isolilted iff no one of the 6 lines of S’ through 
IC is contained in 7~. Hence S’ (and also S) has ~CK -. 4 + at lines in T. It follows that 
S’ has 
4+l A=(qol-q+a)-o (@-a)+qa-q+a+mO (1) 
lines. 
If 7~’ is another plane defined by two intersecting lines L’ and IV’ of S’, then by 
(1) rr’ also has exactly m isolated points. 
The following lemma is proved by counting the number of lines of S’. 
22 w, With respect to S’, there are three types of planes in the space 
PG(3,4) 3 S’. 
(a) Planes of type (a) containing 4a - 4 + a lines and 
points of S’. .I 
(b) Planes of type (b) containing exactly one line oj S’ and 
~=4+l+4(4+l)(eu;ia)(a-l)+m 
. 
points of S’. 
(c) Planes of type (c) containing no line 0f’lS’ and 
p =(4-4+a)(4e+@-c=d 
C 
ae 
-+ m 
points of S’. 
Further e(p,- p& = 4 and the nurttber of points d of S’ equals (4 + l)p,. 
‘ 2.3. Therm ([Is]). Let S = (P, B, I) be a (0, a)-getgmetry embedded in a 
PGt3,4), but not iit a plane. If for some plane of type (a) we have m = 0, then the 
following cases are possible: 
(2) a = 4 + 1 and S is the design of points and lines of PG(3,4!; 
(2) a-4 and S==EIz; 
(31 a:=4=2 and S=NQ-(3,2). 
lkuuk @SD. Siuee there are no planes of type (bj -we kfiC.)w ihat t+ I = 
qa -q + a. If ruereovzr there arq no planes of w; (c) we have m = q(q -a + 1)/a! 
and a = (q + l)(q*+ 1). 
2.4. Remarks 
(1) Using the above theorems one easag cheeks that, if S is a (0, crj-geometry 
em- -in a PG(3,2) but not in a plane, then S has to he the design of points 
and lines of PG(3,2), NQ-(3,2), @ or W(3,2j. 
(2) If S ts a (0, a)%eometry embedded in a PG(3, qj, but not in a plane, such 
that there is a plane of type (b), then cy = q = 2 aud S = NQ-(3,2). 
2.7. :Zkomn (!SJj. Let S Ix c1(0, &geometry embeikk~ in a PG(n, q), n 2 3 ~~nd 
q >2, but not in a PG(n’, q), n’ c n. If for some &ne ccnfuining two intersecting 
lines of S, rhe s&structure of S induced in f-hat plrzne is connected& fhen S = Hq” or S 
is the &sign of points and lines of PG(n, q). 
2.8. Lemma. Swpse S 3s a (0, &geometry entb&M in a PG(n, q), but not in a 
PG(n’, q‘?, n’ i: n. If x is a p&t of S, &en the t + 1 lines of S incident with x mzuer lie 
iri a PG(m, q), m l : n. 
Proof. suppose that the t+ 1 lines of S imidei;t with a point x lie in a PG(m, qj, 
m en. If I. is any of these lines, then each point y on L, y # x, h incident with t 
other ?‘-a of S. Every such line L’ is indent with a - 1 points (f y) which are 
collinear (in S) with x, and therefore L’ is a line 6f .X(m, q). Hence all the lines 
through a point collinear (in S) with x are contai~xed in PG(m, q). But by the 
connectedness of S, this ixuplies that ah the lines of S are in PG(m, q), a 
contradiction. c3 
q >2, bi‘~sf not in a PG(3, q). ‘l&n :i is the design of mints and l&es of PG@, 4) or 
s = Hi w S =?v(4,4, q)b 
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&OO~ IA x be a point of S. By Lemma 2.8 we can find four lines Lz, L2, LJ, L4 
0% S through x which are not contained in a PG(3, q). Let H be the threespace 
spanned by L1, Lz, L3. Then the connected component S’ of S n H containing x is 
a (0, c&geometry. By Theorem 2.4 and Remark 2.6 we know that 9” has no plane 
of type (b), and therefore x is incident with qau -q + QI lines of S’. Hence 
t+l>qar-q+ar. 
Suppose L is a line of S incident with x, and suppose w is a plane through L 
such that I, is the only line of S in n. The other l&s tA S incident with x will be 
denoted by L1,. . . , &. The p!ane T and a line & define r? threespace &&. Clearly x 
is incident with at least 01- 2 lines 4, j # i, which are contained in Hi. Now 
suppose that x is incident with exactly cy lines of S n Hi, for all i ; in other words, 
that for all i (i = 1,. . . , t) the lines of S n & incident with x are lying in a plane. 
Under these assumptions, t + 1 s (a - l)(q + 1) + 1 = qar - q + (Y, rl contradiction. 
Hence there exist two lines I+, 4. i # j, such that 1JI is in Hi and sulch that L, & 
and 4 are not coplanar. But then 7r is a plane of type (b) in the connected 
component through x of S n I&, a contradiction. Hence any plane 7~ through L 
contains qa - q + (II lines of S. 
suppose HX is the PG(3, q) with as point set the set of aI lines of PG(4, q) 
through x, with as line set the set of all planes of PG(4, q) through X, and for 
which incidence is tte natural one. The set of aE! lines of S through x defines a set 
T(x) of t-t 1 points in H, such that every line of I& intersects T(X) in 0 01 ar 
points. Indeed, no line of WX intersects T(w) in exqctiy OCE point, since no plane 
of PG(4, q) contains exactly one line of S. By [12] the set T(x) is HX or the 
complement of a hyperplane of H,. Hence CY = q or (Y = q + 1. 
Fbst suppose that Q = q + 1. Let x be a point of S and iet U, V be two lines of S 
i:;ro*ugh x. LIY -Ice a = q + 1 every line of the plane UV is a line of ,S. There follows 
that the union of al! Sines of S through x is a subspace PG(n’, q) of PG(4, q). By 
Lemma 2.8 clearly n’ = 4. Hence. all p0ht.s of PG(4, q) are points .of S, and 
consequently &o all lines of PG(4, q) are lines of S. 
If Q! = q,. then by [6] S is Hi or W(4,4, q). Cl 
3.2. ‘Theorem 2. Let S = (Pp B, I) be a (0, a)-geometry embedded in a PG(n, q). . 
pz > 3 and q >2, .%t not in a PG(n’, q), n’< n. 7hen S is the design of points and 
tines of PG(n, q) 01. S = W(n, 2k, q). 
Prosf. Let x be a point of S. By Lemma 2.8 there e:uist four lines of S which a~ 
i&dent with x and which sspan a PG(4, q). The connect4 component of 
PG(4, q) f7 S c<sntaL$ng x is a (0, a)-geometry which is not contained in a 
PG(3,q).ByTheoremlcr=qorq+l.Ifa=q+l,~~enagainSisthcdesi~o~ 
points and lines of PG(n, q). If o = q, then by [6] S is \%, 2 k,cl). D 
33. C!moky. The only semi partial geometries with parameters s = q, t. o+ !> Ii, P, 
en&e&led in a PG(n, q), n 2 3 and q >2, but not in a PGW, q), n’ =C n, art? the 
design of points and lines of PG(n, q), IF,‘, and if n is odd Wh q>- 
PIgoG The cask n = 3 i(i bandled in [2]. TiiIte result for n B3 follows from 
Theorem 2 (see also 1.3(b)). [3 
4.1. Tbdz (0,4x)-gjz0metries with a = s, s 3 I, are the indecomposable (i.e. con- 
nected) copolarspaces of order at least 2, which ds not consist of a single line [7]. 
If such a copolarz space S is. emwded in a ‘PG(n, s), then clearly any two 
intersecting lines 0f.S &tie a dual afEne plane. 
If x and y are non collinear points of the copolar space S = (P, B, I), then we 
write x = y if a point 2 of S is&linear (in S) with x iff it is collinear (in S) with y. 
-1Y = $5 ZUI equivalence relation. An indecomposable space S is called 
reducedifallits =4asses have size 1. Par x E P, let x* be the =class containing 
x, and let P* = {x* 1 x E P}_ Furthermore, for L E 33, let L* = {x* 1 XLL}, and let 
B* = (L* 1 L E B}. Clearly an indecomposable copolar space S = (P, B, I) is re,- 
duced is S = 9, with S* = (P*, B*, E). In [7] Hall proves the following theorem. 
B Let S = {P, B, I) b an in&cowrposa& cqdar space of order s, for some 
aa2. %i?n all a-ciass~ oJf S haue , fixed size n, for some n a 1. For L E B, bt 
P(L) ={x E P 1 X*LE L*j Qnd let B(L) be the set of all elements. uf B which allie 
incident with at least wo elemerits of P(L). Then (P(L), B(L), I(L)), with I(L) = 
I n(P(L> x B(L)), is .a subspace of S isomowhic to the partial linear space of 
transoemals bebnging to a transrjersal design TD(s+ 1, n). Findy, S* = 
(P, B*, E) is a reduced copukir space of or&r s. 
In r7] Eldl also classifies ail reduced copolar spaces of order s at least 2. For 
s = 2, such a reduced ccpolar space is isomorphic to a single line with 3 points, to 
U2 &PZ), to NG’(2d - 1,2), or to W(n, 2) with n odd, This s = 2 case was first 
sol&3 by Seidel LlO] and by Shult [ll]. Hence up to an isomorphism all reduced 
(0,2)-geometries with s = 2 are known. 
The problem which is still open. is the determination of all representations of 
-1”) . %-geometries with s = 2 as geometries embedded in PG(n, 2). We were not 
able to &z a general solution to this problem. II: turns out that the geometries 
U&n) have rather unusual embeddings. Howevx, we shall prove that we can 
restrict ourMv~ to the deterxnination of all reduced (0,2)-geometries in 
PG(n, 2), we shall gke the complete answer of the problem for n = 4, and finally 
we shaU describe an unusual embedding of U&(9) in PG(5,2). 
We note that also Eefke-Percsy obtained interesting partial answers to the 
problem [9]. 
402e % Let S = (P, B, I) be a (0,2)-geometry which is emtx&M in a 
PG(n, Zj ) but not in a PG(n’, 2) with n’< n. Then. there xist sulqaces PG(m, 2), 
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PG(‘)(m + 1 2) , . . . , PG’“(m + 1,2) of PG(n, 2) for which 
PGO’(m + 1: 2) = PG(m, 2), for all i # j, 
PG(‘)(m + 1,2) n 
and such that PG’l)( m + 1,2)\ 
PG(m, 2), . . . , PG(“(m + 1,2)\PG( m, 2) are exactly the =-classes of S. Hence, if 
PG(n- m - 1,2) a’s a suhspace of PG(n, 2) which is skew to PG(m, 2), then 
the points pi =PG(‘)(m+1,2)nPG(n-m-1,2), i=l,...J, and the lines 
PG(n - m - 1,2) n P(L), L EB, constitute a (0,2)-geometry embedded in PG(r! - 
m - 1,2) (and spanning PG(n - m - 1,2)) which is isomorphic to the reduced 
copolar space S*. It is also cleat how to apply the converse. Hence in detemzining all 
(0,2)-geometries embedded irr a projective space of order 2, we may restrict 
oursekes to the reduced geometries. 
hurof, Let V=(x, y,. . J be one of the =-classes. First of a!l we show that no 
three points of V are collinear iti BG(n, 2). Assume the contrary, and let x, y, z be 
distinct points of Y which are co -kear in PG(n, 2). Let L be a line of S 
containing X. If u E I,, u # x, then uy and uz are lines of S since y and t are in the 
==-da~s of x. So in the plane Ly a (0,2)-geometry S’ with 7 points is induced, a 
contradiction. Hence no three points of V are collinear. 
bt X, y, z be distinct points of V, and let u be the third point of the line xy. 
Then we know that u$ V. We show that the third point ‘w of the line uz is in V. 
Let T denote the plane containing x, y, z, and let L be a line of S through x. 
Notice that L is not in the plane 7r. If r E C, r # x, then ry and rz are lines of S, and 
SO the co.mected component of 7rL n S containing x is a (0,2)-geometry S” which 
is not contained in a plane. Since x, y, z are in a common ==-class of S”, ‘we have 
S’= Hg, u is one of the three points of WL which do not belong to S”, ant! wT x; yi 
2 are mutually =-equivalent in S”. Hence for any r E L, rf x, the line wr is a line 
of S. Since L is any Iine through x, there immediately fol’lows that w E V 
Let x be a fixed point of V. The set of the third points u of the lines xy, 
y E V\(x), is denoted by U. Let ul, u+ U, ul # u2, with y,, y, the corresponding 
points of V Further, let u2yI n V = {yI, y3) and xy, 17 U - u3. Since y,, y2, y3, x 
form a quadrangle in the plane yly2y3, tie points ul, u2, ti3 are collinear+. So U is 
a PG(rn, 2), for some m and V ill U is a PG(m + 1,2), Now it is clear that U is 
independent of the choice of x in V. 
We consider again an =-class V, and let L be a line of S having a point in 
common with V Evidently L n U = p). The =-classes hav4ing a point in common. 
with 1, are denoted by V, V’, V’, and the corresponding m-dimensional sub- 
spaces of PG(n, 2) by ?I7 U’, U”. Since (P(L), B(L), I(L)) is a subspace of S 
isomorphic to the partial linear space of transversals belonging to a transversal 
design TD(3,2 m+l), the (m + 1)-dimensional subspaces ‘c/U U, V’ U Cl’, V” U U” 
of PG(n, i, arc contained in a common PG(m + 2,Z!)_ Since V, V’, V” xc 
mutually disjoint, and since each Sine, of S which intersects V alnd V’ ah 
intemwts V”, the spaces Cl, U’ and U” coincide. By the connectedness of S, it is 
now clear that U is independent of the =-class -V. Thex 22~ follows that no point 
of S is contained in U. 
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*S;ince tie other part5 in the ~11~~~ -~~+ m~:rjt of the ftheorem are immediate, we are 
done. 0 
4:s. w & If S is 4 ra&ed (I), I&geometry embwided in PG(4,2) but not in 
&PG& a),*’ t&m iie of the foi&vi~~g cases occur: 
(1) ‘I$; “kQ(d* 2)@& u’=:ls, t--3; b r=z@; 
(2) S is k qM@&Mtr @X.&(7) which Ss tiitique uj3 to u pmjectiwit)r of PG(4,2) 
(ti ilk21,,+4, liG35). 
&& By kmma 2.8 we have t a3, and for airy point x of S there exist four 
lines Lg M, IV’, T of S which contain x and span PG(4,2). By the resullt of Seidel, 
Shuit and Hall in 4.1, SE U.(m), ,N@(lLd - I, 2), or W(n, 2) with a odd. First 
let S-IV@z). Since t+l~lS we have h = 3 and so t = 3. Hence, if PG(3,2) is 
the threespace generated by L, MT IV, &en the connected compment S’ of 
S nm3,2) which contins x ti a (0,2)-geon%etry with t’ = 2. Comequently 
S’ =NQ-(3.2). k the cases S =, U&(m) or S =NQ”(2d - 1,2) it is clear that S 
has a subgeornetry tirphic to .YQ-(3,2) (notice that U&S) = NQ-(3,2) and 
#hat U&m’) is a subgeOmetiy of U&(m) for all m’bm). So in all cases S has a 
subgeonreey’ S’ isomorphic’ to NQ-(3,2). By Lemma 2.8 it is clear that S’ is 
hcontained ti a hyp&plane PG(3,2) = #II of PG(4,2)* 
Let 7t be a plane of IkIt which tirk& %?$r? intersecting lines L, M’ of S’. The 
1-n point of L &d M is denoted @ x, and tk+ hypeq&nes cof PG(4,2) 
through n are de&te&by*H;, H&H&By considering the connected coxnponent 
of SW& i = 1,2,3, th&mgh 5 we’see that the number Of lines of S through x is 
at most 3; Hence 3 G t~6. !%nce 3 s31, we have S = W(3,2), S =NQ+(5,2), or 
-- 
S s U&7) (notice that W(3,2)~ U&(6) aid NQ+(S, 2) r U&(8)). Hence (t, u) is 
one of (3, k5), (5,28), (4,21). 
Let m be the number of points of S fT El1 which do not &long to S’. We count 
in bwo ways the mmber of Iines of S having exactly one point in common with 
H,, and obtaiu 10ft-2)+m(ttl)=b~lO. Hence v=30(t-l)/(t+1)+3m. If 
(t;, v) =(3, X5), then m =O; if (t, v) = (4,21), then m = 1; if (t, v)= (S,28), then 
-V = 8, a contradiction. 
Su~~:.:~ k v) = (3,lS). If the point y of S \ S’ is ccdlincar (in S) with x, then y is 
collinrear (in S) with ‘exactly one other point on zch & the three tines of S’ 
incident with X. since v’= 15 the.se three points zl, z2, zs ~lire pahwise collinear in 
S’. Now it is easy to show that S is completely determined by S’, y, zl, 22, 23. 
‘Ihere follows that ‘S is unique up to a projectivity of PC@, 2). Hence S = 
r JQ(4,2). 
Suppose (t, v) = ‘(4,21). Then S = Ui,3(7). The unique point of S n HI which 
&es not belong to S’ is denoted by 24. We may msume that I( is in ttle plane 
IF = LM In S there are jtit 11 points’collinear with u. The&e points are all points 
‘sf S whk!&r&not cor@kxKn $‘. Tf the poiirt y bf 5 \,Hd is a$lin~ (in S) with 
x, then 3 is c&near (in S) with u and with exactly one point, distinct fro\% x, on 
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each of the three lines of S’ incident with K. Let these points be denoted by zl, z2, 
z3. The lines of S incident with zi are the three lines ol S’ through zi, the line yzi 
and the line ziu’ with a’ the third point of the line yu. There easily follows that z,, 
Q; z3 are paiPwise collinear in S’. Now it is easy to show that S is completeiy 
determined by S’, y, zl. z2, z3, u, and that such an S does indeed exist. There &o 
follows that S is unique up to a p:‘c _* -p&ctivity of PG(4,2), and SG the theorem is 
completely proved. Cl 
4.4. The embedding of &&7) in PG(4,2) 
In Theorem 4 we gave a pure combinatorial construction of the unique 
embedding of U&7) in PG(4,2). Heic we will give another construction of this 
embedding. 
Let Q be an elliptic quadric in PG(5,2). If x is not on Q, then the polar 
hyperplane of x with respect to Q intersects Q in a non-singular quadric Q” with 
kernel x. This quadric Q’ has 15 points, and the other 12 points of Q are on the 6 
secants of Q through x. These 6 secants are denoted by El, Lz, . . . , Lg. The plane 
Wij=L&j i$i, is tangent to Q at yij E Q’. Clearly “ii + yii defines a bijection of 
the set of the 15 planes vii onto Q’. 
Now we project Q from x onto a hyperplane W not containing x. With tht 
points and lines of Q’ there correspond the points and !ines of a symplectic 
geometry W(3,2) in a hyperplane I& of H. Let W(3,2) = (P,, B1, E). Further, let 
P2 be the set of the 6 points H n 4, and let B2 be the set of the 15 lines incident 
with two points of P,. By the preceding paragraph, each point of PI is on exactly 
one line of B2. It is easy to check that S = (Pt U P2, Bl U&, E) is a reduced 
(0,2)-geometry. Hence S is the geometry with 21 points described in the 
preceding theorem. 
4.5. An embedding of U-?,(9) in PG(5,2) 
suppose T is a non-singular symplectic polarity in PG(5,2). Let X1 be a 
hyperbolic line of T and let the image 7(X1) of XL be denoted by I&. The polarity 
r induces a non-singular symplectic polarity 7H1 in HI. Let X2 and X3 be distinct 
lines of HI which are conjugated with respect to $&. Let I& (resp. If3) be the 
threespace spanned by X1 and X3 (resp. X1 and X2). Then T induces non-singular 
symplectic polarities T Hz and r& in tke resp. spaces Hz and H3. Moreover X1 and 
X2, (resp. X1 and X2) are conjugated with respect o TH2 (resp. @. If Bi is the set 
of the 20 hyperbolic lines of TV, then B’ = ‘3 Bi contains 57 lines (notice that 
X1, X2, X3 E B’). The points on Xi are denoted by xf, k := 1,2,3 and i = 1,2,3. 
Then each of the 27 triples {x;, xk, x;“), with k, I, m E (1,2,3), defines a plane 
x:&T. In x~$&’ there is just one line Lklm having no point in common with 
(x:, xi, xy]. The set of the 27 lines Lklm is denoted by B”. If P is the set ,_. ’ I Hi, 
then one can check that S = (P, B’ U B”, E) is 2, reduced (0,2)-geometry with 36 
points and 84 lines. Hence S 2: r &(9). 
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